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AbstratThe transition rates for the 2+1 states in 62,64,66Fe were studied using the Reoil Distane Doppler-Shift tehnique applied to projetile Coulomb exitation reations. The dedued E2 strengthsillustrate the enhaned olletivity of the neutron-rih Fe isotopes up to N = 40. The results areinterpreted using the generalized onept of valene proton symmetry whih desribes the evolutionof nulear struture around N = 40 as governed by the number of valene protons with respet to
Z ≈ 30. The trend of olletivity suggested by the experimental data is desribed by state-of-the-artshell-model alulations with a new e�etive interation developed for the fpgd valene spae.
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Con�guration mixing is one of the most important onepts of quantum mehanis. Or-bital mixing of eletron on�gurations in organi moleules provides extra stability to thesystem; quark mixing aounts for rare meson deays violating the CP symmetry.Con�guration mixing in nulear states provides a rih aspet of atomi nulei, sine it anonsiderably enhane amplitudes of olletive exitation modes. Quadrupole deformationin nulei is one suh example and is known to evolve dramatially. Pronouned olletivityor deformation is normally observed in nulei away from losed shells. It an be orrelatedwith the dimension of the valene spae, whih is the produt of valene proton and neutronnumbers. This highlights a unique feature of atomi nulei as a two fermioni quantumsystem.Aumulated evidene has shown that magi numbers of nulei an hange far from the βstability line [1, 2℄. This has hallenged our familiar piture of the shell losure, motivatingthe quest to understand the evolution of olletivity and mixing properties of assoiatedon�gurations at extreme isospin.In the present work, we measured the mean lifetime (τ) of the �rst 2+ (2+1 ) states ofthe neutron-rih 62,64,66Fe isotopes at and around the neutron number N = 40. As a di-ret measure of quadrupole olletivity, we dedued the redued E2 transition probabilities
B(E2;2+→0+), whih are inversely proportional to τ . Fe isotopes, spanning from the mostneutron-de�ient two-proton emitter 45Fe19 [3℄, via the most abundant isotope 56Fe30, tothe most neutron-rih 74Fe48 hitherto observed [4℄, provide an intriguing testing ground fortheoretial models to omprehend the evolution of olletivity over a wide range of neutronnumbers. The B(E2) values should follow an inverted parabola when plotted as a funtionof the neutron number going from the losed shell at N = 20 towards the next losed shellat N = 28 and then again from N = 28 to N = 50. The magiity at N = 50 is still anopen question in the regime of large neutron exess. A key issue is the degree of olletivitymanifested in 66Fe40 at the N = 40 harmoni-osillator shell losure. If the N = 40 shelllosure is absent − as suggested by the low exitation energy E(2+) of the 2+1 state in 66Fe [5℄
− one an expet the maximum olletivity at N ≈ 40, whih orresponds to the middle ofthe magi numbers 28 and 50. In fat, a reent study indiated a sudden inrease of B(E2)from 62Fe36 to 64Fe38 [6℄. However, this piture is in ontrast to a doubly magi harater ofthe neighboring N = 40 isotone 68Ni40, where a steep derease of B(E2) has been observedfrom 66Ni to 68Ni [7℄. 3



In this Letter, we investigate the interplay between quadrupole olletivity in 62,64,66Feand the on�guration mixing of valene nuleons in terms of the semi-empirial sheme of thevalene proton symmetry [8, 9℄ as well as state-of-the-art shell-model alulations. Based onnew 66Fe data and additional ones that are more preise than those given in [6℄, we providea new insight into the omplex evolution of olletivity in the viinity of N = 40.The experiment was performed at National Superonduting Cylotron Laboratory(NSCL), Mihigan State University. The lifetimes of the 2+1 states in 62,64,66Fe were measuredby means of the Reoil Distane Doppler Shift (RDDS) tehnique applied to intermediate-energy Coulomb exitation. This tehnique has been demonstrated for medium-heavy nuleiwith proton number Z ≈ 50 [9, 10℄. We extended the RDDS measurements to lighter Feprojetiles with Z = 26 by optimizing the target-degrader ombination of the Köln/NSCLplunger devie [9�11℄. By making use of intense seondary beams provided by the CoupledCylotron Faility at NSCL, the Segmented Germanium Array (SeGA) for gamma-ray de-tetion, and the S800 spetrograph [12℄ for identi�ation of reation produts, we realizedthe lifetime measurements of neutron-rih Fe isotopes up to N = 40.Seondary beams of Fe were produed by fragmentation of a primary 76Ge beam at 130
AMeV inident on 9Be targets. The A1900 fragment separator [13℄ was used to purifythe fragments. The resulting beam was ≈85% 62Fe (at a typial rate of 3.6×104 pps andan inident energy of 97.8 AMeV), ≈65% 64Fe (6×103 pps, 95.0 AMeV), and ≈25% 66Fe(1×103 pps, 88.3 AMeV) for eah setting.The beams were direted onto the plunger devie, whih was mounted at the targetposition of the S800 spetrograph. The plunger target was a 300 µm-thik Au foil, while a300 µm (400 µm)-thik Nb foil was used as a degrader for the 62,66Fe (64Fe) measurement.The beam veloities before and after the degrader were estimated to be v/c = 0.368, 0.322for 62Fe, v/c = 0.364, 0.298 for 64Fe, and v/c = 0.346, 0.291 for 66Fe, respetively, withtypial veloity widths (in r.m.s.) of ≈1%. Mass and harge of the inoming beams wereidenti�ed event-by-event using the time-of-�ight measured as the timing di�erene betweentwo plasti sintillators plaed in the extended foal plane of the A1900 and in the objetplane of the S800 analysis beam line. Sattered partiles were identi�ed by the detetionsystem of the S800 [12℄.Doppler-shifted γ rays were deteted by SeGA with the digital data aquisition sys-tem [14℄. Two rings of 7 and 8 detetors were mounted at forward and bakward angles4



of 30◦ and 140◦ relative to the beam axis. Data were taken at 5 − 7 di�erent target-degrader distanes over the range from 0 to 20 mm for di�erent Fe isotopes. The datataken at the largest distanes were used to examine the ontributions from reations in thedegrader [9, 11℄.Lifetimes were determined by line-shape analysis in a similar proedure to those developedin Refs. [9, 11℄. The best-�t results for eah Fe isotope are shown in Fig. 1. The alulationtakes into aount the veloities of the inoming and outgoing beams, the energy lossesthrough the target and degrader, and the detetor geometry inluding e�ets due to theLorentz boost. The energy and angular straggling of the reation produts and the energyresolution of the γ-ray detetors are desribed as a single width parameter of a Gaussiandistribution inorporated in the lineshapes. We used four di�erent width parameters fordeays before and after the degrader in the spetra obtained with the forward and bakwardrings. The �ts to the data were performed using variable parameters whih inlude thelifetime of the state of interest, the width parameters, a normalization fator, as well as theyield ratio between target and degrader. The large distane data were found to be onsistentwith degrader-to-target yield ratios of around 30�40 % for 62,64,66Fe.In the present analysis, speial are was taken to selet sensitive regions of the spetrawhih ensure the reliability of our χ2 analysis in determining the lifetime. To this end, after�xing the parameters that haraterize the lineshape, we ompared the simulated spetra tothe measured ones by varying only the lifetimes. It beame obvious that the most sensitiveregion orresponds to the γ-ray energy range losest to the two peak entroids. It is worthnoting that the peak amplitudes are most sensitive to the lifetime, whereas the χ2 value analso be a�eted by details of the lineshape. Therefore, we restrited the χ2 alulation tothe optimum regions as indiated by the data with the error bars in Fig. 1. We found ahigher sensitivity to the lifetime for the spetra obtained from the forward-ring detetors.We thus �rst made a �t only to the forward-ring spetra to searh for the χ2 minimum overa wide range of the lifetime. Later, we determined the lifetime from an overall �t around theobtained minimum using the data taken with both rings. The results of τ are summarizedin Table I, together with the orresponding B(E2;2+→0+) values. The �nal lifetime resultsare onsistent with the �rst results obtained with the forward-ring data. For 62Fe, we usedonly forward-ring data due to a ontaminant in the bakward-ring spetra.The evolution of olletivity for even-even nulei with Z = 24 � 36 and N = 22 � 58 is5



studied in Fig. 2 from the systemati behavior of the E(2+) (Fig. 2 (a)) and B(E2;2+→0+)values (Fig. 2 (b)) [15�27℄. Only Ni isotopes reveal harateristis of shell losure at N = 28,40 as inferred from large E(2+) and small B(E2) values. The N = 40 shell losure vanishesfor all the other even-even isotopes, where an enhaned olletivity is evident. The present
B(E2) data on�rm the onset of olletivity for 62,64Fe reently reported [6℄ (see Table I)and represent the �rst evidene for the enhaned olletivity in 66Fe at N = 40. The B(E2)of 64,66Fe orrespond to a large deformation parameter of β2 ≈ 0.28.Interestingly, one an see in Fig. 2 (a) notable similarities in the E(2+) behavior for thepairs of Fe (Z = 26)/Se (Z = 34), and Zn (Z = 30)/Ge (Z = 32) [16℄. An inipient similarityin E(2+) is also suggested for the Cr (Z = 24)/Kr (Z = 36) pair. The enhanement ofolletivity is also notieable from the derease of E(2+) as one moves away from the protonnumber Z ≈ 30. It starts at N = 36 for Cr/Kr, N = 38 for Fe/Se and N = 40 for Zn/Ge,respetively. These striking similarities suggest an isotoni symmetry in the development ofolletivity for eah of these pairs.To further investigate the underlying symmetry inferred from the E(2+) behavior, weturn to the valene proton symmetry (VPS) [8, 9℄. The VPS sheme orrelates a pair ofisotones that have the same number of valene proton holes and partiles with respet tolosed shells. The same valene spae for orrelated nulei results in a similar degree ofolletivity and its evolution, as shown, for example, in the region of 50 < N < 82 and
Z ≈ 50 [9℄. Here, we generalized the VPS onept sine the symmetry appears with respetto Z = 30 instead of the magi number Z = 28. Namely, we onsider proton holes in the1f7/2 orbital below Z = 28 and protons in the 1f5/2 orbital above the Z = 32 subshelllosure. This is justi�ed by the fat that the 2p3/2 orbital is isolated between the 1f7/2 and1f5/2 orbitals. The 2p3/2 orbital, if it is fully oupied, has no impat on the evolution ofolletivity, and hene, for the VPS sheme, the e�et of a fully empty or oupied 2p3/2orbital is idential. Consequently, Se (Kr) an be a valene partner of Fe (Cr).While the energies of valene partner nulei an be ompared diretly and show a goodagreement (Fig. 2 (a)), one has to apply a saling fator to the B(E2) values by whih hargeand mass di�erenes are onsidered in the omparison. For the heavier partners (Se andKr), the saling fator S = (ZL/ZH)2×(AL/AH), has to be used. ZH and AH (ZL and AL)denote the atomi and mass numbers of heavier (lighter) partners [9℄. This is illustratedin Fig. 2 (), where we ompare the existing B(E2) data for the Fe/Se and Cr/Kr pairs6



inluding the present data of 62,64,66Fe. For the B(E2) values of the Fe/Se pair, we �nd agood agreement at N = 34 and N = 36 and deviations at larger neutron numbers N = 38and 40. The Fe value is above the saled Se value at N = 38 and, for N = 40, belowthe saled Se value. Taking into aount the experimental errors, one an state that theFe B(E2) values follow the trend of inreasing olletivity from N = 36 towards N = 40or 42 and satter around the orresponding Se values. Perfet overall agreement annot beexpeted. The VPS onept is only suited to desribe gross features of nulear struture sineit is parameter free. Using the VPS for prediting olletivity for more neutron-rih nulei,similar B(E2) values are expeted for heavier Fe isotopes and orresponding Se isotopes at
N ≥ 42. This is onsistent with the result of new state of the art shell-model alulations asshown below. The alulated B(E2) values for N = 40 and 42 agree almost perfetly (Fig. 2()). For heavier Fe nulei no shell-model results are available and so far only the VPS isavailable to give perspetives for the development of olletivity of Fe at extreme isospin.For Cr nulei the 2+1 energies also agree niely with those of the Kr valene partners. The
B(E2) values have been measured only up to N = 34 and, for Kr, down to N = 36. Thismeans that a diret test of the VPS is not possible at the moment. It should be interestingto note that the shell-model alulations for Cr nulei (in Fig. 2 () the result for N = 36is given) agree perfetly with the saled krypton B(E2) values from the VPS. The VPSonept provides gross preditions for highly neutron-rih nulei, whih will be examined byfuture experiments at new rare-isotope failities under onstrution.The observed isotoni symmetry points to similarities in the role played by protons inthe 1f5/2 orbital and proton holes in the 1f7/2 orbital for the development of olletivity. Ina shell-model piture, these orbitals play an important role in hanging the neutron shellgap at N = 40 due to the proton-neutron monopole tensor interation [27℄. For Fe isotopesthat have proton holes in the 1f7/2 orbital, the attrative interation with the neutron 1f5/2orbital and repulsive interation with the 1g9/2 and 2d5/2 orbitals get weaker [27℄, reduingthe N = 40 gap.To allow a quantitative disussion of the intruder neutron on�gurations for the enhanedolletivity of neutron-rih Fe isotopes, we have performed shell-model alulations [28℄ andompare them with the present B(E2) data for 62,64,66Fe. The natural hoie for the modelspae is the fp shell (20≤ Z ≤ 40) for protons and the 2p3/21f5/22p1/21g9/2 spae for neutrons(28 ≤ N ≤ 50). However, shell-model alulations in this model spae fail to �t the 66Fe 2+17



state [27℄, while they an reprodue the level shemes of 62−64Fe rather well. To reproduethe quadrupole olletivity in this mass region, the inlusion of the neutron 2d5/2 orbitalis neessary [2℄.Reently, a new e�etive interation for this large model spae (LNPS) hasbeen developed that an reprodue the di�erent phenomena suggested by the available datain this mass region [28℄. The results for the E(2+) and B(E2) values obtained with standarde�etive harges (en = 0.5e, ep = 1.5e) for the Fe isotopes of interest are reported in Table I.The exitation energies agree very well with the alulations in all ases. The alulated
B(E2) of 64Fe oinides with the data. For 62,66Fe, the experimental values are overestimatedby about 20�30% that derease onsiderably if the error bars are taken into aount. Theobserved rapid inrease of olletivity is well desribed by the shell-model. It should benoted that the present alulations do not intend to be a best �t but desribe the evolutionof olletivity in a vast region. The present data onstitute valuable information to improvethis desription. The analysis of the alulated ground state wave funtions shows thatin 62Fe, the probability of exitations to the upper gd orbitals is about 60%, inreasing to
∼ 90% in 64Fe and to almost 99% in 66Fe, in agreement with the development of deformationapproahing N = 40 shown by the data. This is onsistent with the development of a new�island of inversion� at N = 40.In summary, we measured the lifetimes of the 2

+
1 states of 62,64,66Fe, quantifying for the�rst time an enhaned olletivity of the Fe isotopes at N = 40. The observed trends in

E(2+) and B(E2) strongly support the isotoni symmetry with respet to the proton number
Z ≈ 30, suggesting that the region of enhaned olletivity extends to neutron-rih Fe andCr isotopes beyond N = 40. The shell-model alulations with the new e�etive LNPSinteration aount for the rapid development of deformation toward N=40 and desribe thepresent B(E2) data fairly well. The alulations point to the important role of the neutronintruder on�gurations aross the N = 40 subshell gap due to the shell migration far fromstability.The authors thank F. Nowaki, A. Poves and K. Sieja for fruitful disussions. This workis supported by the US NSF under PHY-0606007, PHY-0758099, and MRI PHY-0619497,and also partly by the DFG (Germany) under DE1516/1-1 and GSI, F.u.E. OK/JOL.
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Table I: Comparison between the experimental (Exp) and theoretial (SM: shell-model) E(2+) and
B(E2) values for 62,64,66Fe. The lifetimes (τExp) are the present results, while the E(2+) values aretaken from Ref. [27℄. Previous B(E2) data (Pre) [6℄ are also ompared.

A τExp [ps℄ E(2+) [keV℄ B(E2) [e2fm4℄
Exp SM Exp Pre SM

62Fe 8.0(10) 877 835 198(25) 214(26) 270
64Fe 10.3(10) 746 747 344(33) 470+210

−110 344
66Fe 39.4(40) 575 570 332(34) 421

Figure 1: Typial results from the γ-ray line-shape �ts to the data for the 2+→0+ transitions in
62,64,66Fe.
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Figure 2: (a) Energies E(2+) and (b) B(E2;2+→0+) values for even-even nulei with Z = 24 � 36and N = 22 � 58. The stars indiate the present data of 62,64,66Fe. The B(E2) data of Kr in (b)are divided by 2. In (), the B(E2) data of the Fe and Cr isotopes are ompared to the saled
B(E2) values for the Se and Kr isotopes, respetively, as well as the shell-model preditions (SM)for 62,64,66,68Fe and 60Cr isotopes.
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